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Titanium carbide-derived carbons (TiC-CDCs) are porous sp2-bonded networks synthesized by
exposing TiC to chlorine gas at an elevated temperature. The latter “chlorination temperature”
adjusts the size of the pores and the sp2-bonded carbon domains within this material. We perform
magnetoresistance, electronic transport, and SQUID magnetization measurements on TiC-CDC
samples prepared at different chlorination temperatures. Transport reveals a metal-insulator transi-
tion where high (low) chlorination temperature samples are on the metallic (insulating) side of the
transition. Magnetoresistance measurements are consistent with transport in the weak and strong
localization regimes for metallic and insulating samples, respectively. Changes in diamagnetism,
electronic transport, and magnetoresistance data across the metal-insulator transition are coordi-
nated, suggesting that all three properties are controlled by a single parameter, likely the expansion
of sp2-bonded domains.

PACS numbers: 81.05.uj, 72.80.Vp, 71.30.+h, 75.20.-g

I. INTRODUCTION

Introducing disorder into sp2-bonded carbon systems can lead to significant changes in their electronic and mag-
netic properties. Irradiation, doping, and finite size effects may induce metal-insulator transitions,1–7 anomalous
magnetism,8–14 and bandgaps15–24 in various forms of graphene and graphite. However, there is also a history of such
effects occurring in networks composed of nano-sized domains of sp2-bonded carbon. In particular, metal-insulator
transitions have been found to occur in activated carbon fibers,25–28 graphene oxide,6 glassy and amorphous carbon
materials,29–31 fluorine-intercalated graphite fibers,32 and carbon nanotube buckypapers.33 The transition in many
cases is induced by heat treatments which adjust the size of the sp2-bonded domains.25–31,33 The effect of these struc-
tural modifications on the electronic and magnetic properties of the networks can be quantified through a variety of
different experimental techniques. Magnetoresistance and electronic transport characterize how localization lengths
behave on either side of the metal-insulator transition.28,32–34 Raman and magnetization measurements have been
used to evaluate the size of and disorder in sp2-bonded domains by measuring the disorder-induced D peak and
the number of unpaired spins.8,28,35 However, there have not been measurements correlating behaviors across the
metal-insulator transition with diamagnetism.
In this work, we correlate magnetoresistance, electronic transport, and diamagnetic susceptibility data across the

metal-insulator transition in titanium-carbide derived carbons (TiC-CDCs). These materials are synthesized by
exposing TiC to chlorine gas at an elevated temperature, the “chlorination temperature.”36 The resulting material
is a three-dimensional porous network of sp2-bonded carbon, where the porosity may be tuned with sub-Angstrom
accuracy by adjusting the chlorination temperature.37–39 TiC-CDCs, and carbide derived carbons in general, hold great
technological promise as a candidate material for supercapacitor electrodes.37 The small pore size and large specific
surface area in these materials maximize the classical capacitance equation, yielding high energy densities.37–39 While
the synthesis procedures, structural properties, and capacitance of TiC-CDCs have been carefully studied,37–40 their
electronic transport mechanisms and magnetic properties remain largely unexplored. Here, we demonstrate that these
systems transition from an insulating to metallic state with increasing chlorination temperature and that changes in
the magnetoresistance, electronic transport, and diamagnetism data are coordinated. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first time diamagnetism has been correlated with magnetoresistance and electronic transport as a method
for linking structural order with a metal-insulator transition.
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II. MATERIALS SYNTHESIS AND EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

A. Materials Synthesis and Sample Characteristics

Titanium carbide-derived carbons (TiC-CDC) are synthesized from a carbide precursor, TiC, following the methods
of Refs. 39 and 41. In summary, TiC powder (Alfa Aesar, 2 µm average particle size) is placed in a quartz tube
and heated in a furnace from room temperature to the chlorination temperature under Ar gas flow. The flow is then
switched to Cl2 gas, which removes Ti atoms from TiC via the following reaction,

TiC(s) + 2Cl2(g) → TiCl4(g) +C(s) (1)

ideally leaving behind pure carbon.41 Following this step, the carbon powders are treated with H2 gas for 2 hours at an
elevated temperature.41 This last step is intended to remove residual chlorine and metal chlorides from the powders.
The H2 treatment temperature is usually less than or equal to the chlorination temperature to prevent further heat-
induced annealing of the powder microstructure. The resulting material is a black powder whose constituents are
porous carbon particles with high specific surface area and sp2-bonded carbon domains. The porosity and sp2-bonded
domain size depend sensitively on the chlorination temperature.37–40 Below 1000 ◦C, TiC-CDCs are predominantly
composed of amorphous carbon.37 At approximately 1000 ◦C non-planar graphite becomes the primary component
of TiC-CDC structure, and at even higher temperatures graphene sheets and graphite ribbons form.37

The samples used in this study are created from TiC-CDC powders chlorinated at 200, 300, 400, 600, 800, 900, 1000,
1100, and 1200 ◦C. Samples chlorinated at 200 and 300 ◦C are treated with H2 gas at 200 and 300 ◦C, respectively,
for two hours. All other samples are treated with H2 gas at 600 ◦C for two hours, including the sample chlorinated
at 400 ◦C. Since the H2 treatment temperature exceeds the chlorination temperature for the 400 ◦C sample, there is
a possibility of additional ordering.
The TiC-CDC powders are shaped into mats by the following procedure. A 60 wt% suspension of polytetrafluo-

roethylene (PTFE), purchased from Sigma Aldrich, is mixed with ethanol (EtOH). The TiC-CDC powder is mixed
with EtOH separately, stirred for a few minutes, and then introduced to the PTFE/EtOH solution in a beaker on
a hotplate. The solution is heated to evaporate the ethanol. The resulting mixture, 95 wt% TiC-CDC and 5 wt%
PTFE suspension, is scraped onto a glass plate using a nonmagnetic spatula and shaped into a flat mat by repeatedly
working it with the spatula as the ethanol evaporates. Small amounts of ethanol are used as necessary in the shaping
process. The mats are then placed in a watch glass covered in aluminum foil inside a Lindberg/Blue laboratory
vacuum oven (Model series: V0914C) at 92.5 ◦C.
From this point forward samples will be referred to by their chlorination temperature alone; i.e. a sample chlorinated

at 800 ◦C and treated with H2 at 600 ◦C will be referred to as an “800 ◦C” sample.

B. Experimental Methods

For transport studies the TiC-CDC mats are mounted on sapphire substrates using a thin layer of cryogenic high
vacuum grease (Apiezon N grease) to ensure good thermal contact between the mat and the substrate. The substrates
are then mounted on a Quantum Design sample puck using the same grease and wired in a four-probe configuration
using silver paint. Samples with high resistances are measured using a guarded triax two-probe measurement on
a special home-built sample insert. The leakage resistance that limits these guarded measurements is 1015 Ohms.
The triax insert is then loaded into a Quantum Design Physical Property Measurement System (PPMS). Electrical
measurements are made using a Keithley 237 Source-Measure Unit. The PPMS magnetic field points normal to the
sample plane. Applied voltages are held constant during magnetic field and temperature sweeps, and chosen so that
the sample current at 300 K is on the mA scale. IV data are linear at room temperature for the applied voltages, and
we note that for insulating samples the electric field is always much less than the threshold for non-linear IV behavior
in the variable range hopping (VRH) regime.32 Magnetotransport studies are performed by measuring the sample
resistance at constant voltage and temperature while the magnetic field is ramped between 9 Tesla and -9 Tesla at a
rate of 1.2 Tesla/min. These magnetoresistance curves are acquired at 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 20, and 32 K for most samples.
Magnetization studies are carried out in the Quantum Design Magnetic Property Measurement System (MPMS)

SQUID magnetometer with the reciprocating sample option (RSO). TiC-CDC mats are folded and inserted into a
clear straw which is then loaded into the MPMS sample chamber. We note that the mats are held in place only by
friction in the straw, not by placement in a gel capsule or small piece of straw as is commonly done. The background
of the straw itself is below the noise floor of the SQUID (10−9 emu), so our mounting procedure produces background-
free measurements. Field sweeps are acquired at 300 K and 2 K for all samples by performing RSO measurements at
set magnetic fields between 7 Tesla and -7 Tesla. Magnetization warming curves are measured by cooling the sample
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to 2 K and performing 7 Tesla RSO measurements at fixed temperatures between 2 to 300 K defined on a roughly
logarithmic scale.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A. Electronic Transport

Measurements of the temperature dependent resistivity, ρ(T ), provide information on the electronic transport
mechanisms in TiC-CDC mats synthesized at different chlorination temperatures. To characterize the conduction
regimes more quantitatively, we calculate the reduced activation energy,27,33,42

W (T ) = −
d ln ρ(T )

d lnT
(2)

where ρ(T ) is the resistivity, for all samples in our study. W (T ) may be used to differentiate between conduction
regimes: if W increases (decreases) as T → 0 K then the sample is on the insulating (metallic) side of the metal-
insulator transition, whereas W is temperature independent in the critical regime.27,33,42 Fig. 1 presents W (T ) for all
samples in our study, with the inset showing the resistivities for a representative subset. Based on this classification
scheme, most TiC-CDC mats in our study fall within the insulating regime. Exceptions are the 1100 ◦C and 1200 ◦C
samples which lie in the critical and metallic regimes, respectively. We analyze ρ(T ) of insulating samples in the
context of VRH,43,44

ρ(T ) = ρo exp[(To/T )
p]. (3)

For d-dimensional VRH, p = 1/(d+1), kBTo = β/g(EF )ξ
d, g(EF ) is the d-dimensional density of states at the Fermi

level, β is a numerically determined coefficient that has been calculated for each d, and ξ is the localization length.43–45

The presence of strong Coulomb interactions results in a different type of hopping transport, Coulomb gap (CG) VRH,
where Mott’s law is still valid but with slightly different parameters: p = 1/2 and kBTo = 2.8e2/κξ.43,44 Here, κ is
the effective dielectric constant and e is the electron charge. The W parameter in the VRH regime becomes

W (T ) = p(To/T )
p ∝ T−p. (4)

Figure 1 shows low-temperature power law fits to W (T ) for all samples. At chlorination temperatures of 1000 ◦C
or less, p > 0 and the samples are insulators. The specific values of p are variable, and may be compared to the
predictions for d-dimensional and CG VRH (Fig. 2).43 The microstructure of TiC-CDCs is dominated by amorphous
carbon until the chlorination temperature approaches 1000 ◦C, at which point regions of non-planar graphite appear.37

The gradual ordering of the TiC-CDCs with chlorination temperature may lead to the promotion or suppression of
different conduction mechanisms relative to each other and could explain the range of p values observed in Fig. 2.46

For example, samples with a chlorination temperature of 800 ◦C or less have p values close to 1/2, suggesting that
CG VRH may be important. We note that p = 1/2 also occurs for 1D VRH,43 however this mechanism is not likely
considering the underlying microstructure of our samples consists of sp2-bonded domains that predominantly conduct
in two dimensions and that these domains are arranged in a three dimensional network.37 p values for the 900 and
1000 ◦C samples are close to values corresponding to VRH in 3D, however the error bars are large enough that a
definite assignment is not possible. We also fit W (T ) data to a power law for the 1100 and 1200 ◦C samples at low
temperatures (Fig. 1). While the exponent cannot be meaningfully interpreted in a VRH picture for these samples,
it does serve as a measure of the transport regime and we include these values in Fig 2. The resistivity of materials
in the critical regime follows a power law, ρ(T ) = aT−β, and therefore W = β is temperature independent.47 Only
the 1100 ◦C sample in our study exhibits such behavior.
TiC-CDCs synthesized at 1200 ◦C experience a high degree of graphitization,37,39 making metallic conduction more

likely. We find that only the 1200 ◦C sample exhibits a decreasing W (T ) with decreasing temperature (p < 0),
indicating that it lies in the metallic regime.27,33,42

B. Magnetoresistance Studies - Connection to the Metal-Insulator Transition

The sign and shape of magnetoresistance (MR) data are sensitive to the length scales and type of transport in the
sample, making magnetoresistance a useful tool for studying metal-insulator transitions.27,33,42,43,48 Magnetoresistance
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is defined by

MR =
ρ(B, T )− ρ(0, T )

ρ(0, T )
× 100%. (5)

We acquire MR data for all samples over a range of different temperatures. The high resistance of the 200, 300, and
400 ◦C samples precluded the acquisition of MR at low temperatures due to instrumental limitations.
Magnetoresistance measurements serve as a sensitive probe of transport length scales in mesoscopic systems. In a

wide variety of doped carbon nanotube systems, for example, a transition from positive to negative low-temperature
MR has been observed as the system progresses from insulator to metal.33 Similarly, for the 1200 ◦C metallic sample
all observed MR is negative (Fig. 3 (a)) and the width of the MR curves decrease with decreasing temperature. Both
of these behaviors are consistent with weak localization and we note that 2 K and 3 K data show signs of saturation
at high fields. The 1100 ◦C critical sample exhibits both positive and negative MR components at 2, 3, and 5 K
(Fig. 3 (c)), which are typically associated with magnetotransport in the strong and weak localization regimes33,43,48

and suggest that these two mechanisms compete in the critical regime. This competition leads to MR minima at
non-zero fields for data acquired at 2, 3, and 5 K. MR is negative at all other temperatures, although some positive
background likely remains.
Prior studies of carbon nanotube buckypapers33 found that weak localization magnetoresistance obeyed a universal

form, Af (B/Bφ). A is the amplitude and Bφ is the magnetic field that induces one magnetic flux quantum (Φo)
through a weak localization scattering loop, commonly expressed as Bφ = Φo/4πL

2
φ.

33 The approximate area of the

loop circumscribed by the time-reversed paths is proportional to the square of the phase coherence length, L2
φ.

33 We

find that our data also obey a universal form, illustrated in Figs. 3 (b) and (d), and from this scaling we obtain values
of A and Bφ by fitting our data at low fields with the 3D weak localization magnetoresistance model of Ref. 49. The
magnetoconductivity in the 3D weak localization regime is49

∆σ3DWL

σ(0)
= k1

√
Bf3

(

B

Bφ

)

, (6)

where k1 = e/(12
√
πσ(0)Φ

3/2
o ), σ(0) = 1/ρ(0) where ρ(0) is the zero field resistivity, and f3(x) is known as the

Kawabata function.48,49 At low fields f3(x) = x3/2 and Eq. (6) simplifies to

∆σ3DWL

σ(0)
= k1B

2B
−3/2
φ . (7)

By fitting the quadratic low-field behavior in Figs. 3b and 3d, we obtain the temperature dependence of Bφ, and
therefore L2

φ (Fig. 4), in the metallic and critical regimes. The size of sp2-bonded domains in the metallic sample
are hundreds of square nanometers, quickly decreasing to tens of square nanometers as the chlorination temperature
approaches 1000 ◦C.40 L2

φ in the metallic and critical samples is comparable to or less than the domain size at

all temperatures examined in this study, suggesting that phase coherent transport is occurring within sp2-bonded
domains. Figure 4 shows predicted power law behaviors for el-ph scattering (T−3), e-e scattering in the clean limit
(T−2), and e-e scattering close to the MI transition (T−1).42 The prediction for e-e scattering in the dirty limit is
T−1.5, which is not shown.42 The 1200 ◦C sample does not follow any of these predictions, however the 1100 ◦C
sample does approximate T−1 at low temperatures as expected for a sample in the critical regime.
All other samples within our study lie in the insulating regime and we present the MR data for a select set in Fig. 5.

Positive MR is expected for strongly localized systems and may originate from magnetic field-induced shrinkage
of localized wavefunctions, spin polarization, or a combination of these two effects.34,43 Field-induced wavefunction
shrinkage reduces the overlap between localized electron wavefunctions and therefore the conductance. In contrast,
spin polarization in a magnetic field suppresses some hopping pathways leading to a overall decrease in conductance.
In both cases the resulting MR is positive and quadratic at low fields.32,43 Mechanisms also exist that produce negative
MR in insulating systems. In analogy with weak localization, a system exhibiting VRH transport may experience a
dephasing between distinct hopping paths that both traverse from one localized site to another under application of a
magnetic field.50–52 Under appropriate conditions, this can result in a suppression of destructive interference between
distinct hopping paths and a negative magnetoresistance which is predicted to be either linear50,51 or quadratic52 at
low fields. We also note that Zeeman shifts of localized electron states can produce negative, quadratic MR.32,53

Both the 1000 and 900 ◦C display positive MR at low temperatures that gradually transitions to negative MR
as temperature increases. At intermediate temperatures the MR data display minima at non-zero fields. These
behaviors suggests a thermally driven competition between positive and negative MR mechanisms. MR is positive
and displays no indications of saturation for samples with chlorination temperatures of 800 ◦C or lower, consistent
with strong localization.42,43 For samples with chlorination temperatures between 400 and 800 ◦C we find that most
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MR data exhibit quadratic behavior at low fields, MR = CB2. While both spin and wavefunction shrinkage effects
lead to quadratic MR, the predicted temperature dependence of the quadratic MR coefficient, C, differs for these two
mechanisms. In wavefunction shrinkage MR, C is expected to follow a power law ∼ T−3p where p is the VRH exponent
in Eq. (3).43 C thus scales as 1/T 3/2 for 1D or CG VRH, 1/T for 2D VRH, and 1/T 3/4 for 3D VRH. Positive MR from
spin results from Pauli exclusion, and is a Boltzmann process parameterized by B/T , so that in this case C manifestly
scales as 1/T 2. For those data in Fig. 5 with unambiguous quadratic dependence, we found that C follows a 1/T 2

power law (Fig. 6) supporting a spin MR mechanism. It is worth noting that similar exponents have been reported
in studies of poly(p-phenylenevinylene)54 and activated carbon fibers,34 although spin MR was not assigned. The
temperature dependence of C may help distinguish between spin polarization (isotropic) and wavefunction shrinkage
(anisotropic) effects, particularly in systems such as ours where anisotropic MR measurements are problematic due
to the randomly-oriented sample microstructure.

C. Magnetization Studies

Diamagnetism is an informative probe of carrier delocalization in sp2-bonded carbons. As C6 hexagons are assem-
bled into large molecules, diamagnetism first grows in direct proportion to the number of rings.55,56 Ring currents are
additive in this regime, canceling at every shared edge and leaving a single persistent current around the edge of the
molecule.56 The diamagnetic moment is then simply proportional to the area of the molecule. Therefore, provided
that the metal-insulator transition in TiC-CDC mats arises from gradual nucleation of large sp2-bonded domains,
we should expect the diamagnetic susceptibility to increase with chlorination temperature. We carried out studies
of the magnetization, M , as a function of B and T in all samples except the 300 and 200 ◦C in an effort to observe
this effect. Results for field sweeps at 300 K and 2 K are shown in Fig. 7 (a) and (b), respectively, where we have
normalized the magnetization by the molar mass of the TiC-CDC mat. At 300 K we observe a strong diamagnetic
contribution to the total moment, evidenced by the negative slope of the field sweep curves at high field for most
samples. Some samples exhibit a small ferromagnetic contribution near B = 0 Tesla, most likely due to impurities in-
troduced during synthesis. The 2 K field sweep data reveals a significant paramagnetic contribution, which dominates
at low temperatures (particularly in the 800 ◦C sample).
To extract the 300 K diamagnetic susceptibility for each sample we first estimate the small ferromagnetic con-

tribution using linear fits to the positive and negative low field regions (0.5 - 1.5 Tesla) of the 300 K field sweeps
(Fig. 7 (a)). Specifically, we associate the ferromagnetic moment as the zero-field intercepts of these fits. To identify
the paramagnetic contribution we record magnetization upon warming from 2 K to 300 K in a relatively large field
of 7 Tesla, which minimizes the relative ferromagnetic contribution and yet produces paramagnetism linear in B/T
at the highest temperatures studied here (Figs. 7 (a,c)). The room temperature diamagnetic susceptibility is then
obtained by extrapolating the magnetization at zero inverse temperature (y-intercept on Fig. 7 (c)) and subsequently
applying the small ferromagnetic correction discussed above. The results, presented in Fig. 8 (a), demonstrate that
the diamagnetic susceptibility increases with increasing chlorination temperature, strongly supporting the idea that
the metal-insulator transition in TiC-CDC mats is driven by the growth of sp2-domains whose size is controlled by
the chlorination temperature.
Our study thus establishes coordinated changes in resistivity, MR, and diamagnetism in these samples. Theoretical

discussions almost necessarily treat strong and weak localization regimes as distinct, but here we show a continuous
transition between the two can be meaningfully parameterized by the diamagnetic susceptibility. In Figure 8 (b)
we have collapsed the chlorination temperature dependence of (1) the hopping exponent p; (2) the low-field, low-
temperature quadratic MR coefficient C; and (3) the 300 K diamagnetic susceptibility χD onto each other by scaling
and offsetting the curves. The overlap of these data demonstrate a striking correlation between these quantities,
suggesting that all three are controlled by a single basic property. The dependence on chlorination temperature
suggests the likely culprit is an expansion of sp2-bonded domains with increasing chlorination temperature.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this study we examined diamagnetism, magnetoresistance, and electronic transport in TiC-CDC mats synthesized
at different chlorination temperatures. Our results point to a metal-insulator transition occurring near a chlorination
temperature of 1100 ◦C. Samples with lower (higher) chlorination temperatures are on the insulating (metallic) side of
the transition. We analyze magnetoresistance and electronic transport data in the strong and weak localization regimes
for insulating and metallic samples, respectively. SQUID magnetization measurements of diamagnetism demonstrate
that TiC-CDCs become increasingly diamagnetic with increasing chlorination temperature, pointing to the expansion
of sp2-bonded domains as driving the metal-insulator transition. We correlate changes in the diamagnetic suscepti-
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bility, χD, the VRH exponent, p, and the quadratic MR coefficient, C with chlorination temperature, finding that all
three are coordinated and obey a similar functional form. The growth of sp2-bonded domains drives the changes of
these three different, but related, quantities. In closing, we comment that the strong and weak localization regimes
are sometimes treated independently. The coordinated, continuous changes in diamagnetism, magnetoresistance, and
electronic transport observed here imply that, for metal-insulator transitions in sp2-bonded carbons, one can construct
a single theory encompassing both sides of the transition where the only relevant parameter is the sp2-bonded domain
size.
JMK and PMV acknowledge the support of NSF DMR-0907266 and MRSEC DMR-05-20020. CRP was supported

the NSF IGERT (DGE-0654313) and GK12 fellowships. PG, MR and JJS were partially supported by the Nano/Bio
Interface Center through the National Science Foundation NSEC DMR08-32802.
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FIG. 1: (Color online) Reduced activation energy versus temperature for all samples. Legend indicate chlorination temperature.
Curves are offset by multiples of 10 for clarity, leaving the 1200 ◦C data unscaled. Black lines are power law fits to the low
temperature behavior. (Inset) Temperature dependent resistivity for the 200 (black, solid), 800 (red, dashed), and 1200 ◦C
(green, dash-dotted) samples.
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FIG. 2: The exponent p obtained from power law fits of W (T ) plotted versus chlorination temperature. Positive values
correspond to insulating samples where p may be interpreted with VRH theory. The horizontal, dashed, black lines label the p
values for different types of VRH transport; where p = 1/(d+ 1) and d is the dimension of VRH transport. In the case of CG
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Magnetoresistance for TiC-CDC mats with chlorination temperatures of (a) 1200 and (c) 1100 ◦C. The
legend labels the temperature at which each magnetoresistance curve was acquired. (b) and (d) contain the results of the MR
scaling analysis described in the text for TiC-CDC mats synthesized at 1200 and 1100 ◦C, respectively.
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FIG. 5: (Color online) Magnetoresistance for TiC-CDC mats with chlorination temperatures of (a) 1000, (b) 900, (c) 800, and
(d) 400 ◦C. The legend labels the temperature at which each magnetoresistance curve was acquired.
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FIG. 8: (Color online) (a) Diamagnetic susceptibility (χD) plotted versus chlorination temperature. In (b) we have collapsed
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